Geographic Disparities in Access to Simultaneous Pancreas and Kidney Transplant in the Pre- and Post-Pancreas Allocation System Eras".
The 2014 Pancreas Allocation System (PAS) intended to decrease geographic variability in listing practices for simultaneous pancreas and kidney (SPK) transplant and define eligibility criteria for those with Type 2 diabetes (T2DM). Our primary aims were to evaluate geographic disparities in access to SPK and to assess T2DM SPK listings in the pre- and post-PAS eras. Adult listings for SPK and kidney transplant (KT) (pre-PAS 01/2010-10/29/2014; post-PAS 10/30/2014-6/2/2017) were identified in the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients. Multivariable logistic regression models tested associations of geography and/or diabetes type on the likelihood of SPK versus KT listing pre- and post-PAS. Competing risk models tested the likelihood of SPK transplantation within two years of listing for SPK. Among 41,205 listings (27,393 pre-PAS; 24,439 T2DM), univariate analysis showed reduced percentages for SPK post-PAS (22.1% to 20.8%, p=0.003). After adjusting for patient and center characteristics, geographic disparities declined slightly but persisted post-PAS (era by region interaction p<0.001). The era by type of diabetes interaction effect was statistically significant (p=0.039), reflecting that the proportions of SPK listings for T2DM increased in the post-PAS era (3.4% to 3.9%, univariate p=0.038) while those for T1DM remained statistically stable (47.9% to 48.4%, univariate p=0.571). Among persons listed for SPK, geographic disparities in the cumulative incidence of transplantation within two years declined and the overall likelihood of transplantation increased in the post-PAS era (both p<0.001). Geographic disparities in access to SPK declined slightly but persisted post-PAS. With new allocation change proposals and elimination of listing criteria for T2DM, further monitoring is warranted.